
Taking the Ouch out of Children’s Emergency



the traditional approach to environment of children’s emergency… 
fantasy distraction

Picture book Picture book as immersive environment Truth
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Make this engaging
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How do we prioritise illness  

or injuries?

It is important for us to assess your 

child so that we can see the most 

unwell child first.

Children with a serious illness  

or injury will always be treated  

more urgently.

How do we assess pain?

The nurse or doctor will ask you  

about your pain and can give you 

medicine to help.

Your child can be given some medicine 

if they are in pain. Please ask the nurse 
for more information.

What happens next?

We may arrange for an x-ray or other 

tests to be started.

After this assessment your child  

will be seen by a doctor or a  

specialist nurse.

The department is often very 

busy, but we aim to see everyone 
as quickly as possible. Thank you 
for your patience.

Our staff have the right to carry out their work without 
fear for their safety. We have a zero tolerance policy on 
aggressive behaviour towards our staff or other patients. 
Anyone who is found to be threatening, or causes damage 
to our property, will be asked to leave and legal action will 
be taken. 

Please be aware that Guy’s and St Thomas’ NHS Foundation 
Trust does not accept responsibility for any loss or damage 
to personal property. For full terms and conditions please 
visit www.guysandstthomas.nhs.uk or ask a member of staff.
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The ideal 

Building trust starts with the 
looked after feeling.
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How to:





Workshop 1 - Who leads you around? 
They gave us new ideas through their work

Try things out. 

Keep returning to the child’s point of view. 



Tips:
• Start with insights, not executions 
• Try not to rush it.  Trust needs to be built in the working 

process, thinking needs to be aligned as you go along. 
• It works best as a creative partnership - work out the 

skills you need and include them in the team.  You may 
need to add more skills as you go along.



Does it work?

We’re about to ask questions in the evaluation.  
Can you tell us which questions we should be asking? 

• Does body paint help children to be more body 
positive? 

• Does showing children needles make them more or 
less anxious? 

• How would you describe the experience to your 
friends?




